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About This Content

This non-game add-on contains materials that explain the principles of ruling the city, game mechanics and internal game logic,
moreover, we add the story of how this game (that took so many hours of our childhood) was created. All the information from

this add-on can be found on our web-site, here it is presented in the form of a few articles with convenient navigation and
pictures.

Why should you pay for this add-on? The process of game development by three people takes a long time and not every
member of the team can give all their time to the game. The earned money will be spent on creating the lacking edifices models,

textures, art and music. If you want to get the materials from this add-on just write us to caesaria.game@mail.com with
"freedlc" in the subject and we promise to send you that. The owners of this add-on will get "Maecenas" achievement at once,

all others will get it after the game is released from early access.

For us it's a way to fund further development without asking you to pay for the game itself.
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Title: Ave Caesar!!!
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
rdt.32
Release Date: 15 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1500 MHz or better

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: NVidia/ATI 128Mb or better

Storage: 30 MB available space

English,Russian
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Very informative article inside. This is an example of how to behave as a developer of F2P games.. Bought this under the
impression that it would help the development of the game. We all know how that went.. I will give my support to this team. I
want this game to reach its potential.. The best way to help to develop a F2P game :)

And this project should have success!. Bought this to support the developers. Hopefully, they did not abandon the game.. Hope
this help this guys to finish this great project.
AVE dalerank
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Mm, email does not exist and thus I cannot send the email. Please fix this as I have purchased this.. The game itself is a fun
town building game with the pre\u00b7quel versions starting a genre of games.

But this version was put on steam by a hobby\/basement modder that has abandoned the game.

This version has many bugs, clitches, missing graphics, missing textures for buildings, modified programing errors etc. It simply
isn't a working version.

Is it worth the money? No, its not a working version

Much better working choices on steam available: by Impressions Games \/ Publisher Activision such as,

Caesar\u2122 3
Pharaoh + Cleopatra
Zeus + Poseidon. This is more than fair, and I'd like to support those guys.
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